Luggage Tips
Maximum weight of any bag on any expedition = 25kgs (55lbs)*
*Multiple bags allowed on non-fly/dive itineraries

‘Fly Dive’ itinerary luggage allowance –
25kgs (55lbs) per person
3 kg (6.5lbs) carry-on or 10 kg (22lbs) for professional photo/video housed systems
If necessary you can freight excess items to be onboard Spoilsport for your Monday arrival at Lizard
Island or we can on-freight excess items if you are on the Monday return flight.
Hand Luggage - limited to:
Camera,
Wallet or purse,
Jumper or coat.
Note:
Brief cases, camera bags, back packs, etc are included in the luggage allowance and stored in the cargo
hold.

Packing Guide:
This simple guide is designed to take the hassle out of packing and save weight.
Tips for Reducing Luggage & Hassle
Repack clothing in a ‘sport bag’ and leave suitcase and excess at Cairns office or hotel,
Hire gear on board, save carting your own.
Take one pair of shoes and wear those on the plane,
If you’re a couple combine toiletries,
Take only essentials,
Don’t bring spare mask, etc, hire in the unlikely event of breakdown,
Suggested Luggage Inventory: (approximate weight)
Personal Items:
Dive Gear:
Kg
lbs Description
Kg
lbs Description
0.89
1.96 1x shirt per night*,
2.80
6.16 BCD,
0.98
2.16 2x pair of shorts,
0.36
0.79 Computer,
1.50
3.30 1x toiletries, sunscreen,
2.40
5.28 Reg, octopus and gauges,
0.49
1.08 1x pull over,
3.20
7.04 Mask, snorkel and fins,
0.11
0.24 2x pair of swimmers,
1.70
3.74 Wetsuit,
0.20
0.44 Underwear,
0.74
1.63 Torch,
0.56
1.23 Digital camera (compact),
0.20
0.44 Safety sausage,
1.00
2.20 Sport bag,
2.80
6.16 Dive bag,
5.73 12.61 Personal Weight
+
14.20 31.24 Dive Gear Weight
=
19.93 43.85 Total Weight
Additional Items:
0.80
1.76 Ladies handbag,
Underwater Camera depends on your system.
2.60
5.72 Back pack (small),
Try to limit your weight.
*Includes ‘bright’ party shirt or dress for BBQ Night.
Our reservations staff can assist you with any luggage issues you may have.
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